Abstract. 2014 The images of supported nanoparticules obtained by High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy are often difficult to interpret. The small size of the particles, the existence of Fresnel fringes and the presence of a stabilizing carbon film all contribute to blur the images. Quantitative results on the size and the morphology of the particles or information about the interface substrate-particle have to be extracted from the images as a direct interpretation is difficult (and hazardous). Simulation of images, starting from a model and computing all the changes in the electron wave introduced by the specimen and the microscope, is a great help to understand the experimental images. Image processing is also used to improve the visibility of the particles and of their interface with their substrate. However, it is well known that image processing can also introduce artefacts in numerous ways. In this paper, we [7] where all points having an intensity less than a chosen threshold are given a null intensity. This depends strongly on the chosen threshold but gives rise to no ghost fringes. Finally, the single value decomposition method has been applied to small particles [8] . Though it favors one direction of fringes, it can enhance the visibility of the particle morphology.
In this paper, we propose to study the simulation of small particles on a substrate. We will see the influence of the computation parameters and introduce the amorphous contribution. We will also see the variation of the obtained image when several experimental parameters are changed. We will then process some simulated images by various methods; this will allow us to see the possible artefacts inherent to these methods. Finally, we will introduce a new method of Fourier filtering and see its advantages and inconveniences.
2. Image simulation of small particles.
The method for computing non-periodic objects such as interfaces, defects, grain boundaries, etc. is well known. One can use the multislice method, dividing the object to be imaged into thin slices which can be considered as bidimensional. However, the use of a computer involves the discretisation of the functions and the introduction of a cut-offf on far values to limit the size of the calculations. For periodic objects, the Fourier space is discrete, which gives the sampling in the Fourier space. As the atomic structure factor falls off very quickly with increasing spatial frequency, the cut-off is also easy to find, at least for the potential and transmission functions in the Fourier space. But, for non-periodic objects, one has to introduce an arbitrary period, usually rather large, to prevent edge effects from affecting the interesting object. Hence the defect or small particle in our case is included in a cell large enough for the particle to be far from the edges. This periodisation gives the sampling in the Fourier space, which has to be tight enough to reproduce well the now continuous Fourier space. Finally, the sampling in the real space has to be chosen; as this is linked to the cut-off in the Fourier space, the choice is made according to these two parameters. The size of the matrices used to represent the wave function, the transmission function and the propagation function quickly rises and one has usually to find an acceptable compromise between precision and computer possibilities.
We have computed the images obtained from a model shown in figure 1k: the particle is a semioctahedron of gold, deposited on a MgO substrate. The lateral size of the particle is 1.6 nm and its height is 0.8 nm. The gold particle has the MgO parameters, as has been shown previously [9] . The interface between the particle and the substrate has been supposed perfect, the gold atoms being on the magnésium atoms, as has been shown in the case of nanoparticles of palladium [10] . This particle and its substrate has been included in a square cell 3.36 nm large. The substrate is, of course, periodic along one of the directions, while it has two surfaces in the other direction. We tried a sampling with 128 x 128 points, but this gives a distance between two neighbour points of 0.026 nm which was thought to be too large. Also, the resulting cut-off in the reciprocal space is too low, as only spatial frequencies less than 18.9 nm-1 were used to reconstruct the potential, and this was obviously not enough. Hence Figures la to j show some examples of the obtained images; the defocus is varied along with the position of the particle on the substrate. One can see that the apparent size and visibility of the particle vary quickly with these parameters. All else being equal, a change of 10 nm in defocus divides the apparent lateral size of the particle by almost 2 (see, for example, Figs. la and 1b) The notch in the upper part of the frame is a 0.2 nm scale. For each position, 2 defocusses are shown, -60 nm and -70 nm, measured in reference to the gold cluster. The gold particle is always sitting 2 nm off the first slice of the MgO cube. For a) (-60 nm) and b) (-70 nm) there is no MgO after the gold particle. For c) and d) there is 2 nm after it; for e) and f) there is 4 nm after it; for g) and h) there is 6 nm after it and for i) and j) there is 8 nm after the gold particle. The appearance of the particle changes very quickly with these two parameters, defocus and particle position. k) Model of a half octahedron sitting on a MgO substrate. Both are seen along a [100] direction. The figure is a cut, half way through the half octahedron. The lateral size of the particle is 1.6 nm and its height is 0.8 nm, while the enclosing cell is 3.36 nm large. Fig. 2 -a) The first method was to apply the so-called Bragg filters [11] . These take into account not only the interesting spatial frequencies, but also the interesting directions; hence, the filter consists of circular holes, centered on the four (200) reflections. The profiles of the holes have been softened by a Gaussian shape. The filter can then be written as where g and go are vectors in the Fourier space).
The second method used is to apply a band pass filter centered on the (200) spatial frequency, 90 : all spatial frequencies, g, near go are kept; all the others are rejected, whatever their orientation. In order to avoid the artefacts due to sharp edges, a filter with soft edges was used: rather than a Gaussian shape, we have preferred a shape described by equation (2) [12] . Several radii have been tried for these circles: if they are too small, they impinge on the diffraction spots and the results are then very sensitive to their size. We have always taken them rather large and the standard circles have a radius equal to the ring width: in this range of sizes, a change in the value of the radius of the circle does not change the results. 'Ib further improve this estimate of the amorphous contribution, we divide the mask into three rings. The average is calculated for the interior and the exterior rings, giving two values Il and 12 (see Fig. 4 ). The value for the medium ring, I3, containing the (200) reflections, is taken as the average of Il and 12.
This background value being thus estimated, all points outside the four circles are given a null intensity; the points inside the four circles have their intensity compared to 12 : if their intensity is smaller, it is assumed that they correspond to an amorphous part and their intensity is put to 0. If not, several procedures were tried and two were kept: either the intensity is kept as it is, giving a new Fourier distribution, A(u, v), or the background intensity is substracted, B(u, v). In both cases, the phase is kept which is the only possibility as we have no means to measure the background phase. We have tried giving a random phase to the substracted term, but this is not We have then studied three sorts of image processing which we have tested on computed images. First, we have looked at Bragg filters and we have shown that the existence of amorphous material in our specimens, gave rise to artefacts in the processed images. Hence this kind of filter, though very useful for purely crystallized specimens, can be misleading for mixtures of crystals and amorphous films as it introduces features which were not in the initial image.
The band pass filter avoids this problem of ghost lattices as it does not favor any directions. It is useful to lower the amorphous background and the Fresnel fringes. However, it is very sensitive to the widths of the chosen filter: a too large filter is sure not to impinge on the enlarged Bragg spots but does not subtract much background, while a narrow filter is bound to change the shape of the spot and hence the morphology of the particle or its interface with the substrate.
The last proposed process does seem to keep some of the advantages of both previous methods. It keeps the interesting properties of the Bragg filters but avoids the creation of ghost fringes; it also is more objective as it does not presuppose anything about the shape or size of the enlarged (200) reflection spots, the circles around them being now rather large. Finally, even with these large circles, the subtraction process lowers the background in a very noticeable manner. Therefore we have applied these three methods to experimental particles [13] and are fairly confident in the results obtained by the third method.
Finally, we have shown that, when possible, it can be rewarding to use images where the substrate double frequencies appear, as this can lead, after processing, to a separation of the particle and the substrate contributions to the image. This can be useful in some cases.
